
Love for Volunteering  Understand Humanitarian Work Entreprenuerial Spirit   Enjoys a Challenge  Servant Leader  Holds Others Accountable  

Proactive    Self-Starter Detail Oriented Inuencer Knowledge of Government Practices         Not Afraid to Ask For Help          Loves Numbers 

Early Career (early 20-30’s / Millenial Generation)  Excellent Communicator     Dependable    Loyal  Deadline Driven Organizes Efficient Processes

Seeks the Spirit Loves to Travel     Innovative   Loves Results   Say, Go, DO!  Committed     Inspire Others  Teacher  Accountant Background  
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A Steering Committee Position is a two-year committment. Our success is dependant on individuals who 
extend their daily life by completing the following actions: 

Nonprot work doesn’t need to mean scarcity, but it does need to operate efficiently.  There will be a time for investment 
and a time for nancial control. Your role means to intimately acquainted with organizational challenges, strategic plans, 
budgets and our nancial state to offer timely approvals on Singular Humanitarian’s expenses.
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Our Steering Committee consists of Marketing, Volunteers, Expeditions, and Accounting. On an expedition we help with 
Health, Business Development, and Education projects.  Think of this role of helping our committees become a successful 
community. We need you to be a nancial visionary to analyze the budgets to help educate our committees to make 
informed decisions. Inspire them to efficiently utilize funds to support our goals of organizational health and nonprot 
business growth.
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Singular Humanitarian has grown from an idea into a non-prot organization.  We have achieved our 501c3 tax exemption 
status and hold nancial contracts with other humanitarian organizations.  Your role will be to have the expertise in non-
prot accounting practices (GAAP) and ensure Singular Humanitarian uses nancial resources according to support our 
organization's goals, maintain nancial health, and ensure compliance with essential statutory requirements.

At Singular Humanitarian, we use OURSELVES, OUR TIME, and OUR TALENTS to affect generations across the world. 

singularhumanitarian.org

@singularhumanitarian @singularhumanitarian

@singularhumanitarian

@singularhumanitarian


